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Abstract: Improvement of the principles of the implementation of a hybrid solar-wind system
equipped with a battery for self-consumption of a local object, with the control of power consumed
from the grid, is considered. The aim is to increase the degree of energy use from renewable energy
sources for consumption while limiting the degree of battery discharge, taking into account deviations
in the load schedule and generation of energy sources relative to the calculated (forecast) values.
The possibility of compensating for deviations in the load schedule and renewable energy sources
generation relative to the calculated (forecast) values is shown when electricity consumption decreases
and the degree of energy use increases. Compliance of the schedule of the battery state of charge with
the calculated schedule is achieved by correcting the consumption of active power according to the
deviation of the state of charge with a given discreteness of time. The algorithm of the control was
improved by taking into account the measured value of the load power with an increase in the degree
of energy use. Also, the use of correction allows you to limit the depth of discharge of the battery
at the accepted value. A mathematical 24 h model of energy processes was developed, taking into
account the error in estimating the state of charge. The results of the modeling using archival data on
renewable sources generation confirm that the proposed solutions are effective. For the considered
application with average monthly generation in February, the correction allows reducing electricity
consumption by 16–21% and payment costs at three tariffs by 24–27%.

Keywords: formation of battery state of charge schedule; control of active power; consumption from
the grid; correction with taken discreteness of time; scenarios of control; 24 h simulation

1. Introduction

In recent times, more attention has been paid among owners and in the scientific
community to the self-consumption of renewable energy sources (RES) from grid-connected
systems with their energy storage increased. Therefore, the review [1] summarizes the
existing research on the self-consumption of photovoltaic systems and options for its
improvement. To a large degree, the considerations apply to local objects (LO) of the
domestic and agro-industrial sectors of relatively low power, while the battery energy
storage system (BESS) is usually used to store energy. The application of grid-connected
solar-wind (PV-WG) systems is a flexible decision to increase the degree of reliability of
access to electricity. In locations with low wind speeds, a photovoltaic battery (PV) is a
more reliable source of energy. At the same time, it is advisable to use a wind generator
(WG) as an auxiliary source [2] to ensure night generation and equalize winter generation,
when the wind speed is higher and the PV generation is reduced. This aims to reduce
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energy costs during the period of operation in the face of energy carriers’ prices increasing.
At the same time, the task of improving the management of the system with RES and
BESS, which are used for the self-consumption of LO, is topical. The aim is to ensure a
reduction in electricity consumption from the grid with an increase in the degree of the
RES’s installed power use when the PV generation deviates from the forecast and the load
from the calculated one.

In Section 2, a detailed literature review is presented. The problem statement, de-
voted to increasing the RES energy use in a hybrid solar-wind system with BESS for
self-consumption of LO, is proven, and the primary objectives of the article are described.
Section 3 outlines the methodology used for the research of the proposed hybrid PV-WG
system with BESS. Section 4 discusses the structure of the hybrid system, the calculation of
parameters in setting the schedule of the state of charge of the battery, and the correction
of the setting of the power consumed from the grid in the process of forming a given
schedule of the state of charge, when the energy generated by RES and consumed by the
load deviates from the calculated (forecast) values. Implementation algorithms are pro-
posed. In Section 5, a description of the 24 h simulation of the energy processes is presented.
Simulation results are shown in Section 6, and Section 7 focuses on the results of the study
on the increasing degree of RES energy use in the hybrid system for self-consumption
with a deviation of the energy generated by the RES and the load consumed relative to the
calculated (forecast) values when the battery discharge depth is limited. Section 8 concludes
the article with a summary of the findings and their implications for future research.

2. Literature Review and Problem Statement

Much attention has been paid to using PV-WG systems to optimize the choice of
parameters and control. In most cases, genetic algorithms are used for optimization [3].
The ratio of installed PV and WG powers may be different; therefore, in [4,5], close power
values were considered. For the private sector and for the LO of small and medium-sized
power consumption, an important limiting factor is the level of WG noise. In this regard,
the use of household WG with a vertical axis with a power of up to 8 kW and a wind speed
of up to 7 m/s looks promising. The use of WG as an auxiliary energy source with a lower
power than the PV ones for low wind speed conditions (3–5 m/s) was considered in [2].
It also becomes possible to modernize the PV system using an auxiliary WG to improve
performance. The approach using lower power WG was developed in [6].

The RES generation varies widely during the day. At the same time, the issue of the
efficient use of RES and the BESS energy capacity is largely determined by the control
algorithm of energy redistribution in the system. This is possible when the forecast of RES
generation is used [7]. The use of forecasting of PV and wind generation and electricity
demand is considered in [8]. The use of the PV generation forecast for the formation of
the reference is considered in [9]. The emergence of special web resources that provide
information on the generation of PV, taking into account its orientation on the surface and
location, contributes to the possibility of using the RES generation forecast. Such resources
as [10,11] also provide wind speed forecasts. At the same time, the forecast has a certain
error, which is confirmed by the developers of the program [12]; this factor should also be
taken into account.

The control of energy redistribution in the system is usually carried out in the function
of current values of powers generated by RES PR and load PL. This determines the charge
or discharge of BESS and consumption from the grid by a taken algorithm [13]. At the same
time, power consumed from the grid Pg, varies in the wide limits from 0 to PL. Control with
active power Pg reference, consumed by LO from the grid, is promising. It will contribute
to equalizing consumption from the grid in time with the possibility of restricting it during
peak hours [14]. Reference of Pg is carried out by forecast of RES generation for a calculated
schedule of load. At the same time, the task of forming a schedule of the BESS’ state of
charge SoC(t) is solved from the condition of the depth of discharge (DoD) limiting and
compensating for energy consumption from the grid during peak times. However, the
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deviation of the actual load power relative to that calculated and RES generation relative to
the forecast values are not taken into account. As a result, RES energy is not fully utilized,
thereby limiting its potential to reduce consumption from the grid.

The reduction in grid-based electricity costs is determined mainly by the tariffication
of payment. An analysis of the impact of the electricity price profile on energy exchange
planning within the microgrid is presented in [15]. Four different tariff structures are used,
including peak and off-peak electricity rates, fixed constant prices, dynamic pricing that
adjusts based on demand and electricity generation, and a virtual tariff. In [16], the optimal
size of batteries for home consumption is considered in combination with the smoothing of
peaks at the district level. The exclusion of consumption from the grid during peak hours
with three-zone tariffication was considered in [17]. The energy of the BESS, accumulated
during the day, was used at the evening peak.

Interaction with the grid also involves solving issues of electromagnetic compatibility
using multifunctional grid inverters [18,19]. In addition to providing a power factor near to
1 at the common coupling point (PCC) to the grid, additional possibilities arise, in particular,
the regulation of the active power drawn from the grid [20]. When using a multifunctional
inverter in a PV-WG system with a BESS, a control system with several channels can be
used [20,21]. These are the channels for controlling the currents of the BESS, PV, and current
at the PCC to the grid. WG is usually used in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
mode and operates irrespective of the control system of the converter unit [2]. Depending
on the mode, one channel is used, which provides stabilization of voltage in the DC link of
the inverter [9].

At the stage of design and development of systems with RES, mathematical modeling
is widely used. This allows conducting the research in various conditions without being tied
to the current season of the year. Therefore, in [22], a combination of laboratory experiments
with virtual simulation was considered. The MATLAB R2022a software package is often
used for this purpose. For systems with RES, models in the daily cycle of 24 h are widely
represented and several solutions are presented on the website [23,24]. Various approaches
are used to accelerate the modeling process. In order to accelerate the process of simulation,
the Phasor solution from Specialized Power Systems was used in [25].

At the same time, electromagnetic processes of energy conversion are excluded from
consideration, and modeling is carried out according to the fundamental harmonic. A
similar approach was discussed in [26]. In [2,13], the modeling of energy processes in the
system with the evaluation of indicators was considered; this presupposes formalization of
the description of processes in steady-state modes [2] in accordance with the used operating
modes and the algorithm for switching them. The setting of RES generation, at the same
time, can be carried out according to archival data [27]. BESS is the important element of the
model, the mathematical description of which is based on the characteristics of charge and
discharge, set by the manufacturer graphically [28]. The expressions are used, as proposed
in [29] and in the majority of publications, as well as at the MATLAB library. The technique
of parameter calculation was considered in [30]. The model takes into account the change
of the BESS charge mode (with taken current and at constant voltage) was considered in [2],
but the setting of discharge characteristics was used in tabular form, which implies its
refinement. The refined BESS model is described in [31].

Thus, the issues of realization of a promising version of a hybrid PV-WG system for
self-consumption of LO, in which PV is the main source and WG is used as an auxiliary,
have not been sufficiently studied. There are a number of issues: implementation of
a control mechanism with the regulation of the active power consumed from the grid;
forming of SoC(t) curve of BESS with correction of the power value consumed from the
grid, by deviation of the actual SoC(t) value, to compensate for load deviations and actual
generation of RES relative to the calculated (forecast) values; development of the 24 h
model in accordance with proposed solutions for research in conditions close to real.

The aim of the article is to increase the level of use of RES energy in a hybrid PV-
WG system with a BESS for self-consumption of LO, while limiting the degree of battery
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discharge, taking into account deviations in the load schedule and generation of RES
relative to the calculated (forecast) values, which is achieved by improving control with the
regulation of the power consumed from the grid.

The basic objectives of the research are as follows:

• to substantiate the structure of the system with the control of power which is consumed
from the grid and the implementation mechanism;

• to study the possibility of compensating for deviations in the load schedule relative to
the calculated and actual generation of RES relative to the forecast. To substantiate the
mechanism of the calculated curve SoC(t) formation with the correction of the value of
consumed power by the deviation of the actual value of the SoC;

• to formulate algorithms for the control system functioning;
• to refine the energy processes model “24 h” in the system, taking into account

the peculiarities of the implementation of control and the error in estimating the
value of the SoC. To explore the possibilities of the proposed solutions in different
weather conditions.

3. Materials and Methods of Research

The methods of analysis of energy processes in the electrical circuits were used. The
additional possibilities to reduce consumption from the grid while increasing the degree of
RES energy use are tied to the control of the PV-WG system with reference to the power
consumed from the grid according to the forecast of RES. The mechanism for implementing
control by setting the power consumption takes into account the deviation of the forecast
data relative to the actual generation of RES and the load relative to the calculated schedule
and involves the formation of the SoC(t) schedule. This can be provided by correcting
the power consumption setting by the deviation of the measured value of the SoC from
the calculated value of the SoC at fixed points in time. The calculated value of the SoC(t)
is determined by the calculated load schedule and the forecast of RES generation at the
beginning of the day. At the same time, the hypothesis is accepted that the power setting
at the corresponding time intervals is determined by the average value of the load power.
That is, the distribution of the load over time (with the limitation of the maximum value)
may differ from the calculated load schedule with the same value of the energy consumed.

With regard to the converter unit control system, a dual loop structure using stabiliza-
tion of voltage in the DC link to ensure power balance was considered. In this case, one
of the currents is regulated: BESS (IB), PV (IPV), and current at the PCC (Ig). The setting
of active power Pg consumed from the grid is carried out according to the amplitude of
the current Igm at the power factor at the PCC close to 1. WG control is independent in
maximum power mode.

The analyses of energy processes were carried out for the steady-state modes on the
level of active power for a 24 h cycle. Transient processes were taken into account during
the change of the mode of operation, and energy losses were accounted for during the
efficiency calculations. The modeling was performed in the MATLAB software package
tested for this class of problems using real archival graphs of RES generation. The model
uses the analytical expressions available for steady-state modes of operation, which are
based on the generally accepted and proven methods of calculation. The properties of the
BESS were set in accordance with the charge and discharge characteristics according to the
data sheets. Changing modes and corresponding calculation expressions are carried out at
time intervals with the introduction of auxiliary variables that take into account the value
of the system parameters. At the same time, the possible deviation of RES generation from
the forecast data (+10%, −20%) and the energy consumed by the load from the calculated
schedule were taken into account. The error of the SoC value (±5%) measurement was also
taken into account.
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4. Research Results
4.1. Structure of PV-WG System

The structure of the PV-WG system (Figure 1) is made using well-known principles
based on the use of a multifunctional grid inverter (VSI) [2,20]. WG, PV, and BESS are
connected to the DC bus at the VSI input by means of appropriate voltage converters. The
battery voltage converter CSB provides a controlled charge/discharge of the battery and
has double-sided conduction. The WG operates independently and uses a CWG converter
with an MPPT controller. The PV voltage converter (CPV) provides operation in the MPPT
mode or with generation power regulation [2]. The system of automatic control provides
stabilization of the voltage Ud in the link of DC [2,20]. The change of the structure, as well
as the formation of current references, are provided by the control unit (CU) in accordance
with the algorithm discussed below.
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Figure 1. Simplified structure of the PV-WG system.

The calculation of the parameters and setting of the modes are carried out by the CPC
unit in accordance with the forecast values of RES powers PR = (PPV + PW), the calculated
load graph PL(t) and the measured value of the load power, and the accepted time intervals
(T); the state of charge (SoC) of the BESS or Q* = 100Q/QR (Q =

∫
IBdt—BESS charge,

QR = CB—rated capacity, Ah). The Wi-Fi unit (WFM) [2] is used to obtain forecast data from
a web resource. The algorithm that is implemented by the CPC, including the formation of
the graph Q*(t) and the correction of the Pg setting, is discussed below.

The control system contains three channels [2]:

- the PV generation control. Ensures the maintenance of the setting value of the PV
current I1

PV in the MPPT mode or from the proportional-integral (PI) controller VCIPV
when regulating the PV generation [20];
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- the BESS charge control. Ensures the maintenance of the set current value I1
B from the

PI-controller of the VCIB or a fixed value from the CU;
- the current of the grid Ig control (setting the power consumed from the grid). Ensures

the maintenance of the set current value at the PCC, taking into account the phase
currents of the inverter iCa,b,c and the load iLa,b,c [2,20]. This is provided by the CS
inverter control system with a phase-locked loop (PLL). At the same time, in the PCC
a power factor is maintained close to 1. The setting of the current amplitude I1

gm is
provided by the PI—controller VCIg or from the CU.

The PV-WG system use with a predominance of PV energy makes sense for LO
with a daily load (interval (t2, t6) in Figure 2). Load schedule PL(t) has well-defined
(morning—(t2, t3) and evening—(t5, t6)) peaks. We will proceed from the energy consumed
by the load at time intervals. Usually, in terms of time, this is tied to the tariff zones
(Figure 2) of payment for electricity [2,6]. We assume that when setting the value of the
power consumed from the grid on the interval, the nature of the change in the load power
within the accepted energy value does not affect the value of the BESS charge degree formed
at the end of the interval. At the same time, the calculation schedule PL(t) sets the maximum
average value of load power at the corresponding time interval. Value PL = PC + Pg and
is provided by the output inverter power PC (energy of PV and BESS) and power Pg of
consumption from the grid (Figure 2).
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4.2. Setting the Value of the Power Consumed from the Grid and Correcting Its Value

The setting of the power consumed from the grid Pg is carried out according to the
forecast in accordance with the intervals of the load schedule (Figure 2). It is also taken
into account that, in accordance with the forecast, at night, the BESS may not be charged at
all, or it may be carried out at the expense of excess RES energy and using the energy of
the grid.

Consider a variant with the exclusion of consumption from the grid during peak times
Pg23 = Pg56 = 0 while reducing day consumption. This is achievable by choosing the energy
capacity of the battery WB from the condition of sufficiency to compensate for consumption
in the evening peak (t5, t6) [2]. At the same time, the energy given off by the battery is

∆WB56 = 0.01∆Q*56·WB ηC·ηB,

where WB = UBCB, ηC and ηB are the converter and battery efficiency, and ∆Q*56 = (Q*6 −Q*2)
is the battery discharge degree.

When calculating the Pg values for load schedule intervals (Figure 2), the Q* reference
values at the beginning of the corresponding interval (Q*2, Q*3, Q*4, Q*5, Q*6) are used,
and the problem of forming the schedule Q*(t) or SoC(t) is solved.

In summer, when the wind is absent and the PV generation energy at the interval
(t5, t6) is WPV56→0 at DoD = 80%, taking into account the duration of the evening peak
of 3 h, the value ∆Q*56 = (Q*6 − Q*5) = 60% is sufficient. If value ∆Q*23 ≤ 20%, then
20% ≤ (Q*2R = Q*6) ≤ 40% (Q*2R—reference value). It is the real situation when the PV
generation is sufficiently high (battery degree charge ∆Q*24 > 0). During the winter–spring–
autumn period (where the duration of the evening peak is 4 h at the same peak load),
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this condition is fulfilled only with high WG generation in peak hours. When the wind is
absent, ∆Q*56 = 80%; accordingly, the value ∆Q*23 = 0%, which is not real. Therefore, a
night charge from the grid is necessary for the BESS.

In the case when the night charge of the BESS is not required and the energy of RES at
night is not enough to charge the battery, herewith (Q*2R = Q*6), and taking into account
the condition specified above, it is necessary to ensure that the required value is achieved
by Q*5 = Q*6 + ∆Q*56. Even with a high generation of RES during the morning peak, a
battery discharge with a drawdown of ∆Q*23 = (Q*3 − Q*2) < 0 can occur. Therefore, to
maintain the accepted DoD value, the minimum value is

Q∗2R =

{
(Q ∗2MIN +|∆Q∗23|+δ), i f ∆Q∗23 < 0
(Q ∗2MIN +δ), i f ∆Q∗23 ≥ 0,

, (1)

where δ = 5–7% is a margin, taking into account that the decrease in ∆Q* in the interval
(t2, t3) may exceed ∆Q*23, and with ∆Q*23 ≥ 0, the intermediate value may be negative.

The value ∆Q*23 is

∆Q∗23 =
WR23·ηC −WL23

0.01WBηCηB
, (2)

where WR23 = (WPV23 + WW23) is the total RES generation in the interval (t2, t3), WL23 is the
energy which is consumed by the load.

In accordance with value ∆WB56 = WL56 −WR56·ηC ∆Q*56 and Q*5 are determined.
The value of ∆Q*24 is determined in the same way as ∆Q*23. Reducing the state of charge
of BESS,

∆Q∗45 =
kWR45·ηC −WL45

0.01WBηCηB
, (3)

where k—degree of underutilization of RES energy.
BESS charge in the values zone (Q*4, Q*5) is carried out at Q* > Q*d (value Q*d

corresponds to the beginning of mode of BESS charge with constant voltage) with a current
limitation determined by the charging characteristic. In accordance with this, at PR·ηC > PL
regulation (reduction) is carried out of PPV from the condition of power balance ensuring.
That is, there is an underuse of RES energy. If take into account the possible incomplete use
of RES energy at intervals (t4, t5) can be accepted:

k =

{
1, if WR45 ≤ 0.5WL45
0.75 if WR45 > 0.5WL45

.

If value ∆Q*45 ≥ 0, then Q*4 = Q*5 − ∆Q*45 and acceptPg45 = 0. On the other hand,
Q*4* = (Q*2R + ∆Q*24). If Q*4* ≤ Q*4, then it is necessary to consume from the grid when

Pg34 =
∆WB34 + WL34 −WR34·ηC

(t4 − t3)
, (4)

where ∆WB34 = 0.01 ∆Q*34WB/ηC·ηB, ∆Q*34 = Q*4 − Q*3 = Q*4 − (Q*2R + Q*23).
If Q*4* > Q*4, then Pg34 = 0 and value Q*5, and, accordingly, Q*6 will be higher than

calculated. This situation is exceptional and is possible at maximum wind speed.
If ∆Q*45 ≥ 0, then Q*4 = Q*5 + ∆Q*45. At Q*4 < 100% accept Pg45 = 0. If Q*4 ≤ Q*4,

then power Pg45 is determined accordingly (3). Otherwise, Pg34 = 0. At Q*4 ≥ 100% accept
value ∆Q*45 = (100 − Q*5) and determine as

Pg45 =
∆WB45 + WL45 − k·WR45·ηC

(t5 − t4)
.

When the night charge of the BESS is necessary, at ∆Q*24 ≤ 0 the value is set to
Q*2R = 100%, Pg23 = Pg56 = 0. In Formula (4)—∆WB34 = 0.01∆Q*34WB/ηC·ηB, ∆Q*34 = |∆Q*23|,

∆Q∗23 =
WR23·ηC −WL23

0.01WBηCηB
.
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At ∆Q*24 = 0 value is Pg34 = 0.
The value Pg45 is determined at ∆Q*45 = (100−Q*5) and the required value Q*5 = Q*6 + ∆Q*5.
At ∆Q*24 > 0 value is Pg34 = 0. For maximum RES energy use and BESS energy

intensity, Q*2R is decreasing Q*2R ≥ 100 − ∆Q*24 and must meet the condition (1). If
Q*2R > Q*6, an overnight charge is required.

The possibilities of night charging of the BESS only at the expense of RES energy or
with additional energy consumption from the grid are discussed below.

The correspondence of the actual values of Q* to the SoC(t) schedule adopted in
the calculation is only possible if the values of the energy consumed by the load WL are
equal to the calculated values at time intervals and the RES generation WRA corresponds
to the forecast WRF. Using calculated Pg values at WL and WRA deviations will result
in a corresponding deviation of Q*(t) from the calculated value. With a decrease in WL
or WRA > WRF, the battery will be charged earlier, which will lead to a limitation in the
generation of the PV and, accordingly, to a decrease in the degree of use of its energy. The
energy consumption from the grid will remain at the calculated value. With an increase
in WL or WRA < WRF, the Q* value decreases, which will lead to an increase in DOD up to
100%, which is unacceptable.

This can be eliminated by changing the value of Pg. In this case, Pg is an adjustable
parameter, the impact of which can be assessed by the deviation of Q* from the calculated
schedule Q*(t). With a sufficiently large capacity of the battery, the rate of change of Q * is
small. This makes it possible to carry out the correction of the value of Pg discretely with a
step ∆t. The value of ∆t can be tied to the discreteness of the RES generation forecast (0.5 h).
It is important that, in this case, the correction of the Pg value is carried out according to
the RES energy and the load during the time ∆t, while the current values of PL and PR can
vary widely.

4.3. System: Operation Modes

The generation of WG in all modes is set by its controller in the MPPT mode. At this
point in time, one of the three controllers is used: (VCIPV, VCIB, or VCIg), and the references
of the other two currents are fixed [2]:

- interval (t2, t3). PV works in MPPT mode and PR = PRM. BESS current is set by
VCIB→I1

B. Reference of the current amplitude in PCC I1
gm =

√
2 Pg/3Ug (Ug—phase

voltage) is calculated and fed to the input of the unit of the current reference of the
grid inverter.

- interval (t3, t5). At Q* < Q*d, the mode of operation is saved. At Q* ≥ Q*d, the BESS
current is determined using its characteristic of charge IB(Q*). If the given value
I1

B> IB(Q*), then VCIB turns into saturation. Excess energy, which cannot accept the
BESS, leads to an increase in voltage Ud on input VSI above the taken value U1

d.
When the switching threshold is reached UdH = (U1

d+ ∆U) VCIPV is turned on and
reduces I1

PV (PPV). That is, we have a second condition for switching controllers while
excluding the impact of transients [2]. If PC→0 and Q* ≥ Q*d VCI1

gm is used, which
provides regulation (reduction) Pg at maximum RES generation. That is, the full use of
the RES energy is ensured.

- interval (t5, t6). PC56 = (PL − Pg56) = PB + PRM·ηC. The value is given Pg56 (I1
gm), PV is

in the MPPT mode, and the BESS current is set by VCIB.
- interval (t6, t2). A prerequisite is the charge of the BESS at PR·ηC ≥ PL. The value

Q*6 ≥ Q*MIN and the night charge of the battery is carried out up to the value Q*2R,
determined by the forecast for the night Q*2n = (Q*6 + ∆Q*62) and next day Q*2+1. A
higher value is accepted.

If the value Q*2n is higher, then the value of BESS current is determined by a current
ratio of the powers of RES and load. The option is considered when to save the accepted
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DOD, and the possible discharge of the BESS at certain time intervals is excluded. Current
value is

IB62 =


PRM·ηC − PL

UB
, if PRM·ηC > PL,

0, if PRM·ηC ≤ PL.
(5)

In this case, at IB62 > 0, Pg = 0 is set, and VCIB is in operation. With a decrease in
PRM·ηC ≤ PL and current IB to 0, the power balance is disturbed, and there is not enough
renewable energy. The missing energy is taken from the capacitor in the linked DC and
voltage Ud decreases to a threshold value UdH ≤ (U1

d− ∆Ud). This causes the switching of
the controllers: on the input of reference of BESS current, the constant IB62 = 0 is supplied.
The output of VCIg connects to the input of reference of grid current and supports the
value Pg = (PL − PRM·ηC) in order to make a value Ud close to the taken value U1

d. With an
increase in PRM·ηC and the BESS charge absence, there is an excess of energy, which leads
to an increase in Ud followed by a reverse switching of the controllers.

If the value Q*2+1 is greater and the RES energy is not enough, the BESS current is set as

IB62R =
0.01CB(Q ∗2R −Q∗6)

∆t
> 0,

where ∆t =
{

(t2 − t6 − 0.5), i f Q∗2R ≥ Q∗d
(t2 − t6), i f Q∗2R < Q∗d

.

If Q*2R ≥ Q*d, then the current value is slightly overestimated, taking into account the
time of completion of the charge at constant voltage (accepted 0.5 h) and a corresponding
reduction in BESS current according to the charging characteristic.

Possible situations:

(a) value PRM·ηC > PL, and the value of the charge current IB62 =
PRM·ηC − PL

UB
exceeds

the required value, accordingly Pg = 0;

(b) value PRM·ηC > PL, and the value of the charge current IB62 =
PRM·ηC − PL

UB
is less

than the required value. This involves consumption from the grid Pg > 0. A similar
situation is with PRM·ηC ≤ PL.

In this case, the BESS current is set by a constant, and the power consumed from the
grid is supported by the controller VCIg and value Pg = (PRM·ηC − PL − PB) ≥ 0.

In the case of (a), the controller VCIg goes into negative Pg < 0 (limitation Pg = 0), the
balance of powers is disturbed, and voltage Ud increases. This causes the comptrollers
to switch: reference Pg = 0, VCIB sets the current of the BESS. With a decrease in PRM·ηC,
the BESS current decreases and is fixed at a predetermined value (restriction applies
VCIB IB ≥ IB62R). The energy becomes insufficient, which leads to a decrease in Ud and
subsequent switching of controllers.

If Q*2R = Q*6 and no charge is required, then the value of the BESS current is deter-
mined by the current ratio of the RES power and load.

WFM provides data on the forecast of the RES energy for a given coordinate of the LO
with a discreetness of 1 h or 0.5 h: wind speed and PV power generation PPV. Wind speed
is converted to power PW [2]. Based on this data, the RES generation values are calculated
WR for i intervals of duration 0.5 h (from 00:30 to 24:00).

4.4. Algorithm for Changing the Structure of the Control System and Parameters Calculation

A block diagram of the algorithm for implementing changes in the structure of the
control system is presented in Figure 3. Input values are: taken distribution of time intervals,
the measured value of Q*, the current value of PgR, and the mode of night charge of BESS.
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The output values are states of switches of signals of current references. In this case, the
following designations are adopted: I1

B = IBVC—current value of BESS is set by controller
VCIB, I1

B = IB2R = IBVCL—current value of the BESS is set by the lower limit of the controller
VCIB, I1

PV = IPVVC—the value of the PV current is set by controller VCIPV, I1
PV = MPPT

value of the PV current is set by the MPPT controller, I1
gm = IgmVC—the value of grid current

is set by controller VCIg, nch—night charge of the BESS (nch = 1 is determined by Q2n,
nch = 0 is determined by Q2+1).

The block diagram of the calculation algorithm is shown in Figure 4. Input values are:
the distribution of time intervals, the measured value of the Q*, value of RES generation
WR for 0.5 h intervals, and the calculation of load schedule PL(t). Output values are the
current value of PgR taking into account the correction, the mode of night charge of BESS.
Units PRi include the corresponding calculations. The use of correction only on the interval
(t2, t6) is considered.

The time moment is t2. The PR21 block calculates the value of the change in the degree
of charge over an interval of 0.5 h ∆Q*2 by the RES energy and the calculated values of load
consumption and PgR23 in this interval (0.5 h). The value of Q*2 is equal to the measured
one and, accordingly, PgR = PgR23 = 0 (index R—given value).

At the time (t2 + 0.5), we have block PR22. The value of the change in the degree
of charge for the interval of 0.5 h ∆Q*21 is calculated. The set value of Q* for this inter-
val is Q*(2+05) = Q*2 + ∆Q*2. In accordance with the deviation of the set and measured
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values ∆ = (Q*(2+05) − Q*M(2+05)) ∆PgR is determined and the setting for this interval is
PgR = PgR23 + ∆PgR.
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At the time (t2 + 1), we have block PR23 and then the next, PR24, . . . for subsequent
times (t2 + 1.5), and so on, until time t3 implements functions similar to block PR22.

The time moment is t3. Unit PR31 includes calculations of WR34, PgR34, and values of
changes of charge degree during the 0.5 h ∆Q*3 by RES energy, calculation values of load
consumption, and PgR34 at this interval (0.5 h). Value Q*3 is equal to that measured and,
respectively, PgR = PgR34.

At the time (t3 + 0.5), we have block PR32. The value of the change in the degree
of charge over the interval 0.5 h ∆Q*31 is calculated. Given the value Q* for this interval
Q*(3+05) = Q*3 + ∆Q*3. In accordance with the deviation of the taken and measured
values ∆ = (Q*(3+05) − Q*M(3+05)) ∆PgR and reference for this interval PgR = PgR34 + ∆PgR
are determined.

At the time (t3 + 1), we have block PR33 and then the following PR34, . . . for subsequent
points of time (t3 + 1.5) and so on till time moment t4 implement functions similar to
the PR32.
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Some peculiarity has the calculation of Q* when the value Q*d is reached. When the
value of (Q*d − 2%) < Q*3+05i < (Q*d + 2%) at a point in time t3+05i ∆t1 = (t4 − t3+05i) is deter-
mined and a number of intervals by 0.5 h τ = ∆t1/0.5. At τ = 2 value of Q* at the next interval
we take Q*3+i05 + 0.75 ∆Q* (∆Q* = (100 − Q*3+i05)) and then t4 = 100%. At τ > 2 increments
in the degree of charge at the following intervals ∆Q*/2, ∆Q*/3, ∆Q*/4, . . ., t4 = 100%.

Point of time t4. Unit PR41 includes the calculation of WR45, PgR45, and the values of
the change in the degree of charge over the interval 0.5 h ∆Q*4 by RES energy, calculation
values of load consumption, and PgR45 at this interval. The value of Q*4 is equal to the
measured and, accordingly, PgR = PgR45.

For units PR42 and PR43, calculate the value of the change in the degree of charge
over the interval 0.5 h, ∆PgR and reference for this interval PgR = PgR45 + ∆PgR.

Similar functions are implemented on the interval (t5, t6).
Point of time t6. No correction. According to the forecast for the next day, it is

calculated as Q*2+1 и Q*2n. If Q*2n ≥ Q*2+1, then nch = 1 is set. If Q*2n < Q*2+1 (nch = 0)
value IB62R is determined.

5. 24 h Simulation of Energy Processes

The initial data are the data of the archive of PV generation [19] in the MPPT mode
PPVM(t). For WG, the power is set by intervals according to the average month values.
Values of powers PL(t), PgR(t), PW(t), and PPVM(t), and the calculation schedule Q*R(t)
are set in tabular form. The error of Q* measuring is accepted as constant ±5%, and the
measured value is Q*M = 0.95Q* or Q*M = 1.05Q*. At the moments t2 (for scenario 1T) and
t3 (for scenario 3T), binding of a given value Q*R(t) is carried out to the measured value
taking into account the error ∆Q*M.

The change of modes in time is carried out in accordance with the variables t26, t23,
t34, t45, t56, and t62, taking a value of 1 at the appropriate time. Switching conditions define
auxiliary variables:

q =

{
1, if Q∗ ≥ Q∗d
0, if Q∗ < Q∗d

, p =

{
1, if PRM·ηC ≥ PC
0, if PRM·ηC < PC

, d =

{
1, if PL ≥ PgR
0, if PL < PgR

,

r =
{

1, if Q∗2R = Q∗2n
0, if Q∗2R < Q∗n+1

, b =

{
1, i f (PRM·ηC − PC)/UB > IBR
0, i f (PRM·ηC − PC)/UB ≤ IBR

,

(6)

where PRM = (PPVM + PW)—RES generation in the MPPT mode.
Variable q determines switching to the charge mode of a BESS with a constant voltage;

p—excess of renewable energy generation power over the power given by the inverter;
d—the ratio of the load power and the set value of the power consumed from the grid;
r—determines the initial value of the state of charge from the night charge or calculated
value for the next day; b—determines the state when, according to the generation conditions,
the value of the BESS current exceeds the set value and cannot be reduced. The appropriate
combinations of these variables determine the change in the mode of operation.

The value of the current RES generation, taking into account the regulation of the
PV generation

PR·ηC = PRM·ηC·(q ∨ p) + (PC + PB)q·p·t26, (7)

where PB = UBIB.
The value of the power, which is given by the inverter

PC = PL·t62 + (PL − PgR)t26·d. (8)

The power, consumed by the LO from the grid, without taking into account the correction

Pg = (PL + PB − PRM·ηC)·t62(r ∧ p ∨ b ∧ r) + PgR·t26·d + PL·t26·d. (9)
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Taking into account the correction in the daytime, the second term (11)

P1
gR = PgR +

(Q ∗R −Q ∗M +∆Q∗M)0.01WB
ηC·ηB·∆t

, (10)

where ∆t—time discreteness step during the correction.
The BESS current is

IB = IB62R·t62·b·r +
PRM·ηC − PL

UB
p·t62(r ∨ b ∧ r) + (q ∨ q ∧ p)·t25·

PR·ηC − PC
UB

+

+
PRM·ηC − PC

UB
·q·p·t25 − t56

PB56
UB

.
, (11)

where PB56 = PC56 − PRM.
The BESS model is performed according to the data sheets that are given graphi-

cally [28]. The charge characteristic IBch(Q*) is set by limiting the charge current value [31]

limIBch =

{
f (Q∗), if Q∗ ≥ Q∗d
CB, if Q∗ < Q ∗d ,

, (12)

where f (Q*)—dependence, which is set in tabular form according to the schedule for the
interval (Q*d, 100%).

Function UBCh = f (Q*) is also set for two intervals. For Q* > Q*d value UBCh = const = 14.6 B.
Discharge characteristic UBrch (IBrch) is set according to the technique [31].
Value Q* taking into account the initial value Q*0:

Q∗ = (Q ∗0 +
∫

IBdt)/CB, (13)

To estimate the reduction of the electricity cost that is consumed from the grid, the co-
efficient kE = WL/Wg was introduced (WL and Wg are electrical energies that are consumed,
correspondingly, by the load and from the grid) [2].

6. Simulation Results

The structure of the model is based on (6)–(13). An assessment of indicators was made
when the load and generation of RES corresponded to the calculated (forecast) values.
For this, according to the archive, days were chosen when the generation was close to
the average monthly values within specific intervals. Data were used [2,27] for PV and
WG with installed power PPVR = PWR = 1 kW. Values Q*2R, kE (kE1, kE2, kE3—for one,
two, and three tariff rates) and Pg26 for PPV = mP·PPVR, PWR = PWR /m (mP = 0.6 and
m = 12.5—power recalculation coefficients [2]) and CB = 35 A are in Table 1. When using
three tariffs, the following ratio of the cost of electricity was adopted: daily (half-peak)—
1; peak—1.5; night—0.4. For two tariffs: daily—1; night—0.5. The taken load schedule
corresponded to [2]: winter–spring–autumn PL23 = PL, PL34 = 0.9 PL, PL45 = 0.8 PL, PL56 = PL,
PL62 = 0.3 PL (PL = 200); summer PL12 = PL67 = 0.3 PL, PL71 = 0.2 PL. The indicators with
correction and without correction were almost the same.

Table 1. Simulation results when the load and generation of RES correspond to the calculated.

Indicators January February March April May June July August September October November December

kE3 2.58 3.82 5.95 11.83 15.56 14.44 22.66 9.22 7.6 4.1 2.42 2.83

kE2 2.06 2.98 4.68 9.04 12.48 11.34 17.84 7.15 5.84 3.23 1.93 2.25

kE1 1.78 2.39 3.77 6.64 10.68 8.98 14.2 5.43 4.34 2.61 1.68 1.93

Q*2R, % 100 100 60 36 20 28 20 44 50 75 100 100

Pg34, W 120 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 126 96

Pg45, W 80 60 90 30 37 29 19 33 40 121 84 73
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The possibilities of correcting the Pg value when the load decreases relative to the
calculated value and the deviation of the actual PV generation are relative to the forecast
value. In accordance with Table 1, significant consumption from the grid during the
daytime (Pg34, Pg45, Pg26) takes place in the period October to March. Accordingly, for
a given level of PV generation, it makes sense to consider a Pg correction. Simulation
results for the day of February are presented in Table 2 (+—the presence of correction).
At the same time: P*LAV = PLAV/PLAVR—relative value of average power of daytime load
PLAV to the calculated value PLAVR; W*PV = WPV/WPVF—relative value of PV generation
to the forecast value WPVF; Q1

M= Q*M/Q*—relative deviation of the measured value Q*M
to the actual value Q*. At the same time, the implementation is somewhat simplified. A
pre-calculated schedule Q*(t) was used in accordance with the calculated load schedule
P*LAV = 1, W*PV = 1, and calculated value PgR.

Table 2. Simulation results with load and RES generation deviation relative to the calculated values.

P*LAV, p.u. 1 1 0.877 0.877

P*PV, p.u. 0.9 1 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.9 1 1.1 0.9 1 1.1

Q1
M, p.u. - - - 1 1 - - - 0.95 1 1.05 0.95 1 1.05 0.95 1 1.05

kE3 3.85 3.82 3.82 3.48 4.24 3.46 3.46 3.47 4.22 4.42 4.5 4.41 4.61 4.67 4.43 4.67 4.75

kE2 3 2.98 2.98 2.73 3.28 2.67 2.67 2.67 3.2 3.34 3.4 3.34 3.48 3.52 3.35 3.51 3.57

kE1 2.53 2.39 2.39 2.34 2.56 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.46 2.54 2.57 2.54 2.61 2.63 2.54 2.63 2.66

Q*2, % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Q*6, % 10 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 21.5 20 20 21 21 20 21.5 20 20

In the considered cases, the value of Q*6 without correction is changing. In Table 2, with
W*PV = 0.9 and P*LAV = 1, we have Q*6 = 10% (assumed DoD ≤ 80% and Q*6 ≥ 20%). With
large deviations of RES energy from the forecast, the picture worsens. With W*PV = 0.81 and
P*LAV = 1 we have Q*6 = 0%. We have a similar picture when the load increases above the
calculated one. With W*PV = 1 and P*LAV = 1.065 we have Q*6 = 0%.

Oscillograms of the system operation are presented in Figure 5a as W*PV = 1,
P*LAV = 1 without correction; in Figure 5b at W*PV = 0.9, P*LAV = 1 without correction; in
Figure 5c as W*PV = 0.9, P*LAV = 0.877 with correction and Q1

M = 1.05. For ease of display,
the scales 2Q* and 10IB are used, and graph Pg is shown with a sign (-). The oscillogram
data shows a decrease in consumption from the grid when the correction was used, as
well as working out a given schedule SoC. Therefore, without correction, a decrease in the
generation of RES (Figure 5b) led to a decrease in Q*6 below 10% at taken DoD ≤ 80%,
which is unacceptable.

Oscillograms of the system operation are presented in Figure 6a at W*PV = 1.1,
P*LAV = 0.877 without correction, and in Figure 6b at W*PV = 1.1, P*LAV = 0.877 with
correction and Q1

M = 1.05. In this case, there is not only reducing the consumption from
the grid but a marked improvement in the use of RES (graph PR is shown by a dotted line).

The correction of the value Pg was also considered when the load decreased relative
to the calculated value and changes in power values within the time intervals. The load
in the evening peak was maximum. Oscillograms of the system operation are shown in
Figure 7a at W*PV = 1.0, P*LAV = 0.9 without correction, and in Figure 7b at W*PV = 1.0,
P*LAV = 0.9 with correction and Q1

M = 1.05. Simulation results for different values P*PV are
presented in Table 3 (+—the presence of correction).
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M = 1.05.

Table 3. Simulation results when the load changes at intervals at Q1
M = 1.05, P*LAV = 0.9.

P*PV, p.u. 0.9 1.0 1.1

Correction − + − + − +

kE3 3.52 4.225 3.52 4.545 3.522 4.635

kE2 2.727 3.229 2.728 3.453 2.728 3.515

kE1 2.2 2.49 2.2 2.61 2.201 2.643

Oscillograms of the system operation are shown in Figure 8a at W*PV = 0.81,
P*LAV = 1 without correction, in Figure 8b at W*PV = 0.8, P*LAV = 1.065 with correction and
Q1M = 1.05.

In Figure 8a, we have DoD = 100%. In the case of using correction with a decrease
in RES generation and an increase in load, we have kE1 = 2, kE2 = 2.34, kE3 = 2.83, and
DoD = 80%. When using the Pg correction (Figure 8b), maintaining the adopted SoC(t)
schedule is achieved by increasing the energy consumption from the grid, including some
increase in consumption during peak hours.
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7. Discussion of the Research Results

The increase of utilization of RES in the PV-WG system for self-consumption of LO, in
combination with a simultaneous reduction in the cost of electricity consumed from the
grid is possible due to:

- the control with the setting of the power consumption from the grid based on the
short-term forecast of the RES, using the correction of the taken power value by the
deviation of the measured value of the SoC relative to the calculated SoC schedule. The
SoC schedule is calculated at the beginning of the day in accordance with the calculated
load schedule and the forecast of RES generation. This provides an additional reduction
in electricity consumption from the grid and an increase in the degree of RES energy
utilization at a load below the calculation and the generation of RES, which is different
from the forecast;

- taking into account the peculiarities of the implementation of the night charge of the
BESS and the WG generation in the implementation of various scenarios;

- use of the measured value of the load power to exclude the energy generation into the
grid and the exclusion of the PV power regulation at the low generation of RES, as
well as the implementation of the power reference in the evening peak.

Using the correction of the set power value avoids the discharge of the BESS below the
accepted value DoD. By employing this approach, the service life of the BESS is extended.

This work is the development of works [2,6], where the use of auxiliary WG from
the condition of providing a given value for reducing consumption from the grid was
considered. The principle of control with reference to the power consumed from the grid
is presented in [6] at the level of the declaration. At the same time, load deviations from
the taken schedule and deviations of the actual and forecast value of the RES generation,
and the features of the night charge in the presence of WG generation were not taken
into account.
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The peculiarity of the proposed solutions is the consideration of deviations in the LO
load from the taken schedule, and actual and forecast generation of RES when forming a
schedule SoC(t). The use of power consumption value correction when the load deviates
from the calculated and actual generation of RES from the forecast value contributes to
an increase in the degree of RES energy use and a decrease in consumption from the grid.
The proposed solutions for implementation are formalized and taken into account in the
description of the mathematical 24 h model of energy processes. To increase the veracity of
the simulation, the description of the BESS model was clarified, and the error in the SoC
estimation was taken into account.

There are certain limitations regarding the use of the research findings:

- modeling with an assessment of the reduction in electricity costs for the average
monthly generation RES and the calculated load was carried out with the generation
of RES corresponding to the forecast;

- the implementation of the correction of the value of power consumption on the devia-
tion of the actual and calculated SoC assumes a high degree of SoC measurement and
requires detailed study;

- when simulation the solution with correction, the load deviation from the calculated
value and the PV generation with a proportional change in PPV during the day was
taken into account when the measured SoC value deviated to ±5%.

The further development of the article is connected with the improvement of the
principles of implementation of the control system with reference to the consumed power.

8. Conclusions

The principle of controlling the power Pg consumed by the LO from the grid according
to the forecast of RES generation has been developed. The setting of the Pg and Q* values
of the battery is carried out according to the calculated load schedule and the data for the
RES generation forecast at the corresponding time intervals at the beginning and end of the
daily period.

It is shown that the deviation of the energy of the load and generation of RES relative
to the calculated (forecast) values leads to a deviation of the SoC schedule relative to the
calculated one and to a decrease in the degree of RES energy utilization. An increase in load
and a decrease in RES generation can lead to a complete discharge of the battery, which is
unacceptable. It is proposed to use the correction of the Pg assignment at the given time
points in accordance with the deviation of the SoC value from the calculated value to form
the calculated SoC(t) schedule. This makes it possible to compensate for the deviation of
load energy and RES generation relative to the calculated (forecast) values.

Based on a formalized representation of energy processes in steady-state conditions,
the “24 h” model of energy processes in the system has been finalized, taking into account
the control features. The results of system modeling with the accepted load schedule
and PPVR/PWR/PLAVR = 3/0.4/1 showed that at the average monthly RES generation, the
decrease in the cost of grid electricity consumption for one rate of payment tariff from
1.68 to 14.2 times for one tariff, from 1.73 to 17.84 for two rates, from 1.73 to 22.66 times the
three rates.

The use of Pg correction in the process of SoC formation according to the deviation
of the actual SoC value from the calculated one at fixed moments (correction discreteness
0.5 h) allows for reducing grid electricity consumption while increasing the degree of RES
energy utilization. It also ensures that the SoC schedule is maintained close to the calculated
schedule while limiting the degree of battery discharge to the accepted value of 80%. The
possibilities of using the correction are limited to cases where the generation of RES is
insufficient, and energy consumption from the grid is required during the daytime. But
precisely, these cases are important for reducing consumption. The efficiency of the correc-
tion increases with increasing deviation of the load from the calculated one. A correction
discreteness of 0.5 h was used. So, for the February day with an average load value of PLA
= 0.925 PLAVR (PLAVR is the design load), the reduction in electricity consumption is 16%,
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and the reduction in payment costs at the three tariffs is 24%. With PLAV = 0.877 PLAVR, we
have 21% and 33%, respectively. For the same day, with PLAV = 0.877 PLAVR and the PV
generation WPV = 0.9 WPVF (WPVF is the forecast value), the correction provides a 17.7%
reduction in electricity consumption while reducing payment costs at the three tariffs by
27%. The degree of battery discharge does not exceed 80% even with PLA = 1.1 PLAVR and
PV generation WPV = 0.8 WPVF

The results, which are obtained for specific parameters and conditions, showed the
possibility of a hybrid PV system use with an auxiliary WG for the self-consumption of
LO. The research findings are applicable in both the design of new hybrid PV-WG systems
for LO and the enhancement of existing PVS with the addition of an auxiliary WG. The
direction of further research is to study the effect of correction discreteness and increase the
range of load and forecast deviations in order to improve the mechanism for implementing
the system.
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Nomenclature

PV photovoltaic battery
WG wind generator
RES renewable energy source
BESS battery energy storage system
LO local object
PV-WG grid-connected solar-wind system
DG distribution grid
PCC point of common coupling
MPPT maximum power point tracking
WFM wi-Fi unit
CPC unit of the calculation of parameters and setting of modes
CPV PV voltage converter
CSB battery voltage converter
CWG WG converter
VSI multifunctional grid inverter
SoC(t) state of charge of BESS
DoD depth of discharge of BESS
CU control unit
PLL phase-locked loop
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PPV PV power generation (W)
PW power generation of the wind generator (W)
PL load power (W)
Pg power consumption from the grid (W)
PPVR rate (installed) power of the photovoltaic battery (W)
PWR rate (installed) power of wind generator (W)
Ud DC link voltage (V)
UB battery voltage (V)
Ug grid voltage (V)
IB current of battery (A)
Ig current at point of common coupling with a grid (A)
IPV current of photovoltaic battery (A)
WPV energy generation of photovoltaic battery (Wh)
WW energy generation of wind generator (Wh)
WR total energy generation of photovoltaic battery and wind generator (Wh)
WB BESS energy capacity (Wh)
Wg consumption of the energy from the grid (Wh)
WL energy consumed by the load (Wh)
WPVAVD average value of energy, generated by PV battery per day (Wh)
WWA VD average value of energy, generated by wind generator per day (Wh)
CB or QR capacity of the BESS or rated state of charge (Ah)
Q* state of charge of BESS (%)
Q*d state of BESS charge when switching to the mode of constant voltage charge (%)
ηC overall efficiency of converter and inverter (p.u.)
ηB efficiency of the BESS (p.u.)
mP coefficient of PV battery power recalculation (p.u.)
m coefficient of wind power recalculation (p.u.)
kE coefficient of the cost reduction for the energy from the grid (p.u.)
t, t1, t2.. . . t7 time and time points for load schedule [h]
Td day tariff rate (p.u.)
Tn night tariff rate (p.u.)
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